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FINITE REDUCIBILITY OF MAXIMAL INFINITE
DIMENSIONAL MEASURABLE COCYCLES OF COMPLEX
HYPERBOLIC LATTICES
F. SARTI AND A. SAVINI
Abstract. Given Γ < PU(n, 1) a torsion-free lattice and (X,µX) a standard
Borel Γ-space, we introduce the notion of Toledo invariant of a measurable cocycle
σ : Γ×X → PU(p,∞). Since that invariant has bounded absolute value, it makes
sense to speak about maximality. We prove that any maximal measurable cocycle
is finitely reducible, that is it admits a cohomologous cocycle with image contained
in a copy of PU(p, np) inside PU(p,∞), which is a finite algebraic subgroup. Even
if we do not provide a real rigidity result in this setting, our statement can be
seen as the natural adaption of the results for representations due to Duchesne,
Lecureux and Pozzetti.
We conclude the paper by completing the analysis of maximal cocycles of com-
plex hyperbolic lattices started in [SS] with a characterization of their algebraic
hull.
1. Introduction
Given a representation ρ : Γ→ H of a lattice Γ < G into a locally compact group,
it is well known that the closure of the image ρ(Γ) is a subgroup of H which encodes
useful informations about ρ itself. A possible approach to study the group ρ(Γ) is to
apply techniques coming from continuous bounded cohomology, such as numerical
invariants. Beyond their application to rigidity, investigated for instance by Bucher,
Burger and Iozzi [Ioz02, BBI13, BBI18] in the case of real hyperbolic lattices, by
Burger and Iozzi [BI07] and by Pozzetti [Poz15] in the case of complex hyperbolic
lattices, maximality of numerical invariants was used to understand the structure
of the Zariski closure of images of representations into Hermitian Lie groups. In
that direction, important results were obtained by Burger, Iozzi and Wienhard
[BIW07, BIW09, BIW10]. For instance, given a lattice Γ in a finite connected
covering of PU(1, 1) and a maximal representation ρ : Γ→ G into a Hermitian Lie
group, Burger, Iozzi and Wienhard [BIW10, Theorem 5] proved that the Zariski
closure H = ρ(Γ)
Z
is reductive, the connected component H = H(R)◦ has compact
centralizer and ρ preserves a unique maximal tube-type subdomain of the symmetric
space associated to G. For sake of completeness, we recall that, even thought they
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were only partial, similar results were previously obtained by Toledo [Tol89], Koziarz
and Maubon [KM08], Herna´ndez [Her91] and by Bradlow, Garc´ıa-Prada and Gothen
[BGPG03, BGPG06].
Analogous techniques were used by Pozzetti [Poz15] to study representations of
complex hyperbolic lattices of PU(n, 1) into PU(p, q), when n ≥ 2. Beyond her
superrigidity result, Pozzetti described the structure of the group ρ(Γ)
Z
by showing
that it splits as the product of a compact factor, some copies of PU(n, 1) and a copy
of PU(p, p).
Following the same line, Duchesne, Le´cureux and Pozzetti [DLP] explored the
wider world of the infinite dimensional Hermitian symmetric spaces. Concerning
PU(p,∞), namely the infinite dimensional version of the group PU(p, q), they proved
that any maximal representation ρ : Γ→ PU(p,∞) of a lattice Γ < PU(n, 1), with
n ≥ 2, preserves a finite dimensional totally geodesic Hermitian symmetric space
Y ⊂ X (p,∞), where X (p,∞) denotes the Hermitian symmetric space of infinite
dimension. Moreover, under the additional hypothesis of Zariski density, they ruled
out the existence of any such representation for any n ≥ 1.
Recently, the theoretical background developed by one of the author and Moras-
chini [Sav], [MSa] and [MSb], allowed to replicate for measurable cocycles several
rigidity results proved for representations (see for instance [SS]).
For measurable cocycles, one cannot hope to study the properties of the closure
of the image since there is no nice algebraic structure a priori. Nevertheless, when
H is an algebraic group, it is possible to exploit the Noetherian property to give the
definition of algebraic hull. The latter is the conjugacy class of the smallest algebraic
subgroup that contains the image of some cohomologous cocycle. Extending the
notion of tightness to measurable cocycles, in [Sav20] the second author gave a
description of the algebraic hull of tight cocycles, imitating the work of Burger,
Iozzi and Wienhard [BIW10].
In this paper we try to mimic the results of [DLP] in the context of measurable
cocycles. More precisely we deal with measurable cocycles σ : Γ ×X → PU(p,∞)
where Γ is as usual a complex hyperbolic lattice in PU(n, 1) and (X,µX ) is a stan-
dard Borel probability Γ-space. Moreover, we will need to suppose the existence of
an essentially unique boundary map φ : ∂Hn
C
×X → Ip(p,∞). Here Ip(p,∞) denotes
the set of maximal isotropic subspaces inside the visual boundary ∂X (p,∞). Before
presenting the structure of the paper, we first notice one of the key points that
distinguishes the finite dimensional case from ours. Indeed, notice that in [Poz15]
and [SS] a strong use of algebraic properties of PU(p, q) has been made, whereas
the group PU(p,∞) is not algebraic in the usual meaning. This obstruction moti-
vates the attempt, already started in [DLP], to recover algebraicity inside PU(p,∞).
More precisely, Duchesne, Le´cureux and Pozzetti introduce the notion of algebraic
and standard algebraic subgroup inside the wide group of invertible bounded linear
operator of an infinite dimensional Hilbert space. This allows them to define the
notion of Zariski density inside PU(p,∞), which reflects the classical one when the
Zariski topology can be defined.
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Dealing with measurable cocycles into PU(p,∞), we would like to define a notion
of algebraic hull. It comes out immediately that the argument given in [Zim84,
Proposition 9.2.1] for proving the existence and the uniqueness of the algebraic hull
does not apply here due to the absence of Noetherianity. Nevertheless, if substituting
the cocycle with a cohomologous one the image is contained in some finite algebraic
subgroup of PU(p,∞), then algebraicity is recovered and the notion of algebraic
hull makes sense. In the previous situation we are going to say that a measurable
cocycle is finitely reducible. Therefore, the goal of the paper is to prove that a
maximal cocycle is actually finitely reducible.
Theorem 1.1. Let Γ < PU(n, 1) be a complex hyperbolic lattice with n ≥ 1 and
let (X,µ) be a standard Borel probability Γ-space. Let σ : Γ × X → PU(p,∞) be
a measurable cocycle with p ≥ 1 and suppose the existence of an essentially unique
boundary map φ : ∂Hn
C
×X → Ip(p,∞). If σ is maximal, then it is finitely reducible.
To this end, we first need a definition of maximal measurable cocycles which is
given following the machinery of numerical invariants developed by Moraschini and
the second author in [MSa], [MSb]. We recall the Bergmann class of PU(p,∞)
and then we compare its image under the pullback and the transfer map with the
bounded Ka¨hler class of PU(n, 1). More precisely, since the continuous bounded
cohomology group H2cb(PU(n, 1);R) is one-dimensional, the image of the Bergmann
class under the two above maps is a scalar multiple of the bounded Ka¨hler class of
PU(n, 1). Such a number is in fact the Toledo invariant associated to σ and, since it
is bounded in absolute value, we say that a cocycle is maximal if the absolute value
of the Toledo invariant attends the maximum. Although not difficult to overcome,
a second remarkable difference between finite and infinite context occurs in this
step: since PU(p,∞) is not a locally compact group, we cannot apply the theory of
continuous bounded cohomology. For this reason, we need to follow [DLP] and we
have to consider only the bounded cohomology of PU(p,∞) without any continuity
requirement.
The proof of the main theorem goes as follows. We first apply [DLP, Proposition
7.2] to any slice of the boundary map in order to show that each of them has image
essentially contained in a copy of ∂X (p, np) embedded in ∂X (p,∞). Then, using a
lemma which characterizes the embeddings of finite dimensional symmetric spaces
inside X (p,∞), we will define a measurable map f : X → PU(p,∞) which will twist
the cocycle and the boundary map in such a way to find a cohomologous cocycle
σf and a boundary map φf with image of the latter essentially contained in some
embedding of ∂X (n, np) in ∂X (p,∞). Since σf actually preserves such a totally
geodesic finite dimensional Hermitian symmetric subspace, the finite reducibility
will follow.
To conclude, we notice how the Theorem 1.1 allows us to define the notion of
algebraic hull for maximal cocycles admitting a boundary map, exploiting the alge-
braicity of PU(p, np). In the last section, using results in [Sav20], we provide the
following characterization of the structure of the algebraic hull, that can be seen as
the adaption of [Poz15, Theorem 1.3].
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Proposition 1.2. Let Γ < PU(n, 1) be a torsion-free lattice, with n ≥ 2, and let
X be a standard Borel probability Γ-space. Consider a maximal measurable cocycle
σ : Γ×X → PU(p, q) and suppose the existence of a boundary map φ : ∂Hn
C
×X →
Sp,q where Sp,q denote the Shilov boundary of PU(p, q). If H is the algebraic hull of
σ and H =H(R)◦, then H splits as the product K × Lnt × Lt where:
- K is a compact subgroup of PU(p, q);
- Lnt is a Hermitian Lie group not of tube type that splits again as a product
of factors PU(pi, qi), where pi > n when qi = 1.
- Lt is a Hermitian Lie group of tube type.
Plan of the paper. The structure of the paper is the following. In the first section
we recall some notions and results about techniques used throughout the disserta-
tion. More precisely we first introduce Hermitian symmetric spaces and we charac-
terize the embeddings of X (p, q) inside X (p,∞). Secondly we recall some notions
about bounded cohomology and Burger-Monod approach to it and we briefly intro-
duce the reader to measurable cocycles. Finally, we spent the rest of the section to
define the notion of algebraic and finite algebraic subgroup of GL(H).
In the second section we first define the Toledo invariant associated to a measur-
able cocycle, passing through the definition of Bergmann class and the machinery
developed by [MSa] about numerical invariants of measurable cocycles. Finally, we
provide the proof of the main theorem, where in the first step will be highlighted
the case n = 1.
The final section is spent to discuss some consequences of Theorem 1.1. More
precisely we first show how, under some hypothesis on the boundary map, the
rigidity results in [SS] apply.
We show how the notion of minimality of the boundary maps introduced by
Furstenberg in [Fur81] implies the Zariski density of the slices and hence [SS, The-
orem 1]. Secondly, we prove the Proposition 1.2.
Acknowledgements. We would like to thank Maria Beatrice Pozzetti and Bruno
Duchesne for the enlightening conversations and important suggestions about our
work. We are also grateful to Stefano Francaviglia for his supervision and comments
about the project.
2. Preliminaries
In this first section we recall some basic definitions and well known useful results.
In particular, we first introduce the main character of our dissertation, namely
the symmetric space X (p, q). We give the general definition for every p ∈ N and
q ∈ N∪{∞} with p ≤ q and we remind some basic properties. Then we recall how to
embed the symmetric space X (p, q) into X (p,∞). Beyond the standard embedding,
any other embedding can be obtained by the standard one composing by an element
of PU(p,∞) (we refer to [Duc12] and [DLP] for more details).
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In the second part we briefly recall the Burger-Monod functorial approach to
bounded cohomology and the basic theory of measurable cocycles (see [Mon06] for
the first and [MSa] for the second).
Finally, the last part is spent to introduce the notion of (finite) algebraic subgroup
of GL(H), where the latter denotes the space of bounded invertible linear operators
of an Hilbert space H. As mentioned above the absence of algebraicity is one of
the key differences between infinite and finite dimensional case. This motivates the
need of some similar definitions and tools in our wilder setting. In particular we first
recall what is an algebraic subgroup and a strict algebraic subgroup of GL(H), we
give the definition of finite algebraic subgroup and we try to show how our notion of
finiteness is actually the natural condition for recover algebraicity inside PU(p,∞).
2.1. The symmetric space X (p, q). Let (p, q) ∈ N × N ∪ {∞} with p ≤ q and
consider a (p + q)-dimensional Hilbert space H over C. Let {ei}
p+q
i=1 be an Hilbert
basis for H. We denote by L(H) the set of C-linear bounded operators with respect
to the operator norm and by GL(H) the subgroup of bounded invertible C-linear
operators of H with bounded inverse.
We define the Hermitian form Q of signature (p, q) as follows
Q(x) =
p∑
i=1
xixi −
p+q∑
i=p+1
xixi
where x =
p+q∑
i=1
xiei for all x ∈ H. We denote with U(p, q) the subgroup of GL(H) of
isometries with respect to Q, that are linear maps h : H → H such that Q(v,w) =
Q(h(v), h(w)) for all v,w ∈ H. Hence, if we define the space
X (p, q) :=
{
V < H | dimV = p , Q|V > 0
}
,
then by Witt’s theorem the group U(p, q) acts transitively on it (see for instance
[Art11, Theorem 3.9]). Moreover, the stabilizer of V0 := Span{e1, . . . , ep} is the
product U(p) × U(q), where U(m) is the orthogonal group of the Hilbert space of
dimension m, for any m ∈ N∪{∞}. Hence we can identify X (p, q) with the quotient
U(p, q)/U(p)×U(q)
and one can show that it has a structure of simply connected non-positively curved
Riemannian symmetric space (see [Duc12]). The rank of X (p, q) is p, since there
exists a totally geodesic embedding of Rp in X (p,∞) but there exists no such em-
bedding for any other s > p.
Homotheties act trivially on X (p, q), hence we note that it is defined an action
by isometries of the quotient
PU(p, q) := U(p, q)/{λId , |λ| = 1}
on X (p, q).
We define the boundary ∂X (p, q) as the set of subspaces of H on which the
restriction of Q is identically zero (that is totally isotropic subspaces). In ∂X (p, q),
for each 1 ≤ k ≤ p, we denote as Ik(p,∞) the set of totally isotropic subspaces of
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dimension k. In particular, we will be interested in the the set Ip(p, q) of maximal
totally isotropic subspaces, which we will call p-chains (according to [Poz15] and
[DLP]).
Remark 2.1. Just to help the intuition, notice that X (n, 1) is isomorphic to Hn
C
.
Indeed, we first consider the space Cn,1 and the Hermitian form
Q(x) =
n∑
i=1
xixi − xn+1xn+1.
Hence the space Hn
C
is defined as the negative cone in P(Cn,1) or, in other words, as
the set of negative lines (with respect to Q). If we consider the set
X (1, n) =
{
V < H | dimV = n , Q|V > 0
}
,
we can naturally identify Hn
C
with X (1, n) exploiting orthogonality (the orthogonal
of a negative line is a positive hyperplane). Finally, the boundary ∂Hn
C
corresponds
to the null lines in Cn,1 and it can be identified with the (2n−1)-dimensional sphere
S
2n−1.
We denote by Qp,q the Hermitian form of signature (p, q) with p ≤ q < +∞. Let
{Ei}
p+q
i=1 and (ei)i∈N be two basis respectively of C
p,q and of an infinite dimensional
Hilbert space H over C.
Definition 2.2. An embedding of X (p, q) into X (p,∞) is a linear map ι : Cp,q →H
that preserves the Hermitian formsQp,q andQp,∞, namely such thatQp,∞(ι(x), ι(y)) =
Qp,q(x, y) for every x, y ∈ C
p,q. Moreover, the group U(p, q) of linear bounded trans-
formations preserving Qp,q embeds in U(p,∞) in the following way: the action on
ι(Cp,q) is that of U(p, q) and is trivial on the orthogonal of ι(Cp,q).
Among all embeddings of X (p, q) in X (p,∞), we consider the standard embedding
defined by the map ι0 : C
p,q →H defined as ι0(Ei) = ei for i = 1, . . . , p+ q. In this
special case, the space X (p, q) inside X (p,∞) can be identified with the set
V0 = {V < Span{e0, . . . , ep+q} | dimV = p , Qp,∞|V > 0}
and the group U(p, q) is identified with elements g in U(p,∞) such that
g(ei) =
∑
j∈N
aijej
where, for either i or j bigger than p+q, then aij = δij , and the matrix A = (aij)
p+q
i,j=1
represents an element in U(p, q), namely it satisfies
A∗
(
Idp 0
0 −Idq
)
A =
(
Idp 0
0 −Idq
)
.
The role of the standard embedding is clarified in the following
Proposition 2.3. Any embedding of X (p, q) of X (p,∞) can be obtained by compo-
sition of an element g ∈ U(p,∞) with the standard embedding.
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Proof. Let ι : Cp,q →H an isometric linear map. For each ei we set ui := ι(ei) and
Uι := Span{u0, . . . , up+q}.
There is a natural identification of X (p, q) with the subspace of X (p,∞) defined by
Vι = {V < Uι | dimV = p , Qp,∞|V > 0}.
If we denote with U0 the subspace of H spanned by the first p + q vectors of the
basis (ei)i∈N, we can define an isometric linear map h : U0 → Uι on the basis as
follows
h(ei) = ui
and then extend it by linearity. Since h preserves the Hermitian form Q, by Witt’s
theorem it extends to an isometry of H with respect to Q, namely to an element
g ∈ U(p,∞). The thesis follows noticing that the isometric linear map g ◦ ι actually
gives the standard embedding.

2.2. Bounded cohomology and measurable cocycles. Let G be a locally com-
pact and second countable group and let E be a Banach G-module (namely a Banach
space together with an action of G by isometries). Continuous bounded cohomology
is usually defined as the cohomology of the complex of continuous bounded cochains
(C•cb(G;E), δ
•) on G, namely
C•cb(G;E) := {f : G
•+1 → E | f continuous , sup
g0,...,g•
||f(g0, . . . , g•)||E <∞}
and
δ•f(g0, . . . , g•+1) =
n+1∑
i=0
(−1)if(g0, . . . , ĝi, . . . , g•+1).
Since it may reveal quite difficult to compute continuous bounded cohomology
following the above definition, Burger-Monod [BM02] showed that all strong reso-
lutions of E by relatively injective G-modules share the same cohomology. More
precisely, we have that the continuous bounded cohomology of G with coefficients
in E is the cohomology of the G-invariant vectors of any such resolution (E•, δ•),
namely
Hkcb(G,E)
∼= Hk((E•)G, δ•| ).
Recall that, if E is the dual of some Banach G-module endowed with the weak-*
topology and assuming that G is a semisimple Lie group of non-compact type, we
can define the cochain complex of essentially bounded weak-* measurable functions
on the Furstenberg boundary B(G), denoted by (L∞w∗((B(G)
•+1;E), δ•), where δ•
is the standard homogeneous coboundary operator. Since the previous complex can
be completed to a strong resolution of E by relatively injective modules, we have
an isomorphism
Hkcb(G;R)
∼= Hk(L∞w∗((B(G)
•+1;E)G, δ•| )
for any k ≥ 0. By [BM02, Corollary 1.5.3] the isomorphism is actually isometric,
that is it preserves the natural seminormed structures on those spaces.
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If we consider, instead of essentially bounded functions, the complex of bounded
weak-* measurable functions on B(G), denoted by (B∞w∗(B(G)
•+1;E), δ•), we obtain
only a strong resolution of E (relative injectivity does not hold here). Nevertheless,
Burger and Iozzi [BI02] showed that there exists a canonical map
c
k : Hk(B∞w ((B(G)
•+1;E)G, δ•| )→ H
k
cb(G;E).
We move now to the world of measurable cocycles. We will assume G and H be
locally compact and second countable groups endowed with their Haar structures
and (X,µX ) be a standard Borel probability space equipped with a measure preserv-
ing G-action. If µX is atom-free, we say that (X,µX) is a standard Borel probability
G-space. We denote by Meas(X,Y ) the space of measurable maps from X to an-
other probability G-space Y endowed with the natural topology of convergence in
measure. In the previous setting we can give the following
Definition 2.4. A measurable cocycle is a measurable function σ : G × X → H
such that the map
G→ Meas(X,H), g 7→ σ(g, · )
is continuous and the cocycle condition
σ(g1g2, x) = σ(g1, g2x)σ(g2, x)
holds for every g1, g2 ∈ G and for almost every x ∈ X.
Notice that the assumptions of both local compactness and second countability
can be dropped in the definition, since it is sufficient to require that both G and H
are topological groups.
Since measurable cocycles may be interpreted as Borel 1-cocycles in the sense of
Eilenberg-MacLane, we now introduce the notion of cohomologous cocycles.
Definition 2.5. Let σ1, σ2 : G×X → H be two measurable cocycles, let f : X → H
be a measurable map and denote by σf1 the cocycle defined as
σf1 (g, x) := f(gx)
−1σ1(g, x)f(x)
for every g ∈ G and almost every x ∈ X. The cocycle σf1 is the f -twisted cocycle
associated to σ1. We say that σ1 is cohomologous to σ2 if there exists a measurable
map f such that σ2 = σ
f
1 .
A powerful tool in the context of both measurable cocycles and representations
(that are a particular case of measurable cocycles) is boundary theory. Although
one can work in high generality, for our purposes we are going to suppose that G is
a semisimple Lie group of non-compact type and Y is a measurable H-space. Then
we have the following
Definition 2.6. Let σ : G×X → H be a measurable cocycle. A boundary map for
σ is a measurable map
φ : B(G)×X → Y
that is σ-equivariant, namely
φ(gξ, gx) = σ(g, x)φ(ξ, x)
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for every g ∈ G and for almost every ξ ∈ B(G), x ∈ X.
Given a lattice Γ < G and a measurable cocycle σ : Γ×X → H, the datum of a
boundary map φ : B(G) ×X → Y determines naturally a map defined at the level
of cochains as
C•(ΦX) : B∞(Y •+1;E)H → L∞(B(G)•+1;E)Γ ,
C•(ΦX)(ψ)(ξ0, . . . , ξ•) :=
∫
X
ψ(φ(ξ0, x), . . . , φ(ξ•, x))dµX (x) .
As shown by the second author and Moraschini [MSa, MSb], the above map is a
chain map which does not increase the norm and it induces a well-defined map in
cohomology
H•(ΦΩ) : H•(B∞(Y •+1;E)H )→ H•b(Γ;E) , H
•(ΦX)([ψ]) := [C•(ΦX)(ψ)] .
In Section 3.2 the above map will allow us to pull back cohomology classes from the
cohomology groups of PU(p,∞) to the cohomology groups of Γ.
2.3. Algebraic subgroups of GL(H). We first introduce the notion of polynomial
map.
Definition 2.7. A map f : L(H) → R is a polynomial map if it is a finite sum of
maps f1, . . . , fk where for each i = 1, . . . , k there exists hi ∈ L
ni(L(H),R) such that
fi(g) = hi(g, . . . , g) for every g ∈ L(H). The degree of f is the maximum of the ni’s.
Now, in parallel to the finite dimensional case, we define an algebraic subgroup
as the set of the zero locus of some family of polynomial maps. More precisely,
Definition 2.8. A subgroup G of GL(H) is algebraic if there exists a positive integer
n and family P of polynomial maps of degrees at most n such that
G = {g ∈ GL(H) | P (g, g−1) = 0 , ∀P ∈ P}.
A strict algebraic subgroup is a proper algebraic subgroup of GL(H).
To define a linear algebraic subgroup of GL(n,R) we consider polynomial equa-
tions in matrix coefficients. The generalization to infinite dimension of this notion
is the content of the following definition (see [DLP, Definition 3.4]).
Definition 2.9. Let H be an infinite dimensional Hilbert space and choose an
orthonormal basis (en)n∈N. A homogeneous polynomial map P : L(H)×L(H)→ R
is standard of degree d if there exist two naturals ℓ,m such that ℓ + m = d and
a family of real coefficients (λi)i∈N2ℓ and (µj)j∈N2m such that for any (M,N) ∈
L(H)× L(H) we have that P can be expressed as the absolute convergent series
P (M,N) =
∑
i∈N2ℓ,j∈N2m
λiµjPi(M)Pj(N)
where Pi(M) =
ℓ−1∏
k=0
< Mei2k , ei2k+1 > and Pj(N) =
m−1∏
k=0
< Mei2k , ei2k+1 >.
A standard polynomial map is a finite sum of standard homogeneous polynomial
maps.
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An algebraic subgroup of L(H) is standard if it is defined by a family of standard
polynomial maps.
Hence we have the following interesting property, that shows how proper standard
algebraic subgroups are closely related to finite dimensional subspace of H.
Lemma 2.10. [DLP, Lemma 3.6] If H is a strict standard algebraic group, then
there exists a finite dimensional subspace E of H such that the the group HE :=
{g ∈ H | g(E) = E , g|E⊥ = id} is a strict algebraic subgroup of GL(E).
We call the subspace E support of the strict algebraic subgroup H and the group
HE the E-part of H. We are now ready to give the following
Definition 2.11. A finite algebraic subgroup is a standard algebraic subgroup of
GL(H) of the form HE.
Hence, it follows by Lemma 2.10 a characterization of finite algebraic subgroups.
Lemma 2.12. If E is a finite dimensional subspace of H and H is a subgroup of
GL(H) contained in GL(E), then H is algebraic in GL(E) if and only if it is finite
algebraic in GL(H).
Proof. If H is finite algebraic in GL(H) then H = HE and by Lemma 2.10 it is
algebraic in GL(E). Conversely, if H is algebraic in GL(E), it is also an algebraic
subgroup in GL(H). Moreover, any polynomial which defines H on GL(E) can be
turned into a polynomial on the entries of the matrices. Hence the same polynomials,
seen as standard polynomial maps in the sense of Definition 2.9, define a standard
algebraic subgroup in GL(H). Since it fixes E⊥ then it coincides with its E-part
and we are done. 
We come back to the groups U(p, q). It is well know that the group U(p,∞) is
algebraic subgroup of GL(H). Indeed, if V0 := Span{e0, . . . ep}, we have that
U(p,∞) = {g ∈ GL(H) | g∗Idp,∞g = Idp,∞}
where Idp,∞ is the linear map IdV0 ⊕−IdV ⊥
0
. Since the map (A,B) 7→ A∗Idp,∞B −
Idp,∞ is bilinear on L(H) × L(H) then U(p,∞) is algebraic in GL(HR) and hence
in GL(H) (see [DLP] for more details and for the proof that GL(H) is actually
standard). By Proposition 2.12 we can say immediately that the groups U(p, q)
with q <∞, seen as subgroups of U(p,∞) inside GL(H), are actually finite algebraic
since they stabilize the embedding of X (p, q) inside X (p,∞).
Since we work with the quotients PU(p, q) instead of the groups U(p, q), we call a
subgroup of PU(p,∞) finite algebraic if its preimage under the projection U(p,∞)→
PU(p,∞) is finite algebraic in GL(H) in the sense of Definition 2.11.
3. Finite reducibility of a cocycle
The final aim of this section is to prove Theorem 1.1. In particular, in the first
part we need to recall the definition of Ka¨hler class and of Bergmann cocycle for
the groups PU(n, 1) and PU(p,∞).
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Next we can define, following for instance [SS], the Toledo invariant associated to
a measurable cocycle and the notion of maximality for cocycles. Moreover, inspired
by [BI09], we provide the formula (2), which will be crucial in the proof of the main
theorem, which will complete this section.
3.1. The Ka¨hler class and the Bergmann cocycle. A crucial difference be-
tween the finite and infinite case in the context of symmetric spaces is that PU(p, q)
is locally compact for q < ∞ whereas PU(p,∞) is not. Hence we cannot ap-
ply the Burger-Monod functioral approach to compute cohomology classes. Since
PU(p,∞) is not locally compact, we will deal with the bounded cohomology groups
H•b(PU(p,∞);R), namely its continuous bounded cohomology if we consider the
discrete topology.
Since X (p,∞) is an Hermitian symmetric space, there exists a Ka¨hler form which
we denote by ω, that is a PU(p,∞)-invariant closed 2-form on X (p,∞). Using such
an invariant form we can define
ωx : PU(p,∞)
3 → R, ωx(g0, g1, g2) =
1
π
∫
∆(g0x,g1x,g2x)
ω
where x is a point in X (p,∞) and ∆(g0x, g1x, g2x) is a triangle in X (p,∞) with
vertices g0x, g1x, g2x and geodesic edges. The map ωx defines a strict PU(p,∞)-
invariant cocycle and, by [DLP, Lemma 5.3], different choices of the base point x
lead to cohomologous cocycles. In this way we obtain a well-defined cohomology
class kbPU(p,∞) ∈ H
2
b(PU(p,∞);R), called bounded Ka¨hler class of PU(p,∞). Now,
taking the Gromov norm || · ||∞, it follows from the definition that
||kbPU(p,∞)||∞ ≤ rkX (p,∞) = p.
We will need to define the Bergmann class extending the one in finite case, namely
to construct a cocycle on the boundary Ip(p,∞). Such a definition will allow us to
employ the boundary theory to pullback cocycle in cohomology (for further details
see [BI02]).
Given any three maximal totally isotropic subspaces V0, V1, V2 ∈ Ip(p,∞), since
they are contained in a finite dimensional subspace of dimension at most 3p, we can
use the definition of the Bergmann cocycle associated to SU(p, 2p) to get a strict
PU(p,∞)-invariant cocycle
β : Ip(p,∞)
3 → [−p, p].
We recall that, as proved for instance in [Poz15, Proposition 2.1], the maximal value
is taken on triples of pairwise transverse totally isotropic subspaces which lie in a
2p-dimensional subspace, namely on triples lying on a p-chain. Now, given a point
V ∈ Ip(p,∞), the cocycle CV defined as
CV (g0, g1, g2) = β(g0V, g1V, g2V )
still represents the bounded Ka¨hler class kbPU(p,∞) ∈ H
2
b(PU(p,∞);R) (see [DLP,
Lemma 5.4]).
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3.2. Toledo invariant. Let Γ < PU(n, 1) be a complex hyperbolic lattice and let
(X,µX) be a standard Borel probability Γ-space. Let σ : Γ×X → PU(p,∞) be a
measurable cocycle and let φ : ∂Hn
C
×X → Ip(p,∞) be a boundary map. Following
[MSa], we define the transfer map
T2b : H
2
b(Γ;R)→ H
2
cb(PU(n, 1);R)
as the map induced in cohomology by the function
T̂2b : L
∞((∂HnC)
3;R)Γ → L∞((∂HnC)
3;R)PU(n,1) ,
T̂2b(c)(ξ0, ξ1, ξ2) =
∫
Γ\PU(n,1)
c(gξ0, gξ1, gξ2)dµΓ\PU(n,1)(g) .
Following again [MSa], we consider the pullback map
C2(ΦX) : B∞(Ip(p,∞)
3;R)PU(p,∞) → L∞((∂HnC)
3;R)Γ ,
C2(ΦX)(c)(ξ0, ξ1, ξ2) =
∫
X
c(φ(ξ0, x), φ(ξ1, x), φ(ξ2, x))dµX(x) ,
which induces a well-defined map in cohomology
H2(ΦX) : H2((B∞(Ip(p,∞))
•+1;R)PU(p,∞))→ H2b(Γ;R) .
It is worth noticing that we are tacitly post-composing by the canonical map
c
2 : H2(B∞((∂HnC)
•+1;R)PU(p,∞), δ•| )→ H
2
cb(Γ;E)
defined in Section 2.2 which ensures that any bounded cocycle in B∞((∂Hn
C
)3;R)Γ
naturally determines a cohomology class in H2b(Γ;R).
Hence, since H2cb(PU(n, 1);R) = Rk
b
PU(n,1) where k
b
PU(n,1) is the bounded Ka¨hler
class of PU(n, 1), by composition we get
(1) T2b ◦ H
2(ΦX)(kbPU(p,∞)) = tσk
b
PU(n,1)
for some real number tσ.
Definition 3.1. The number tσ is the Toledo invariant associated to σ.
Since both T2b and H
2(ΦX) are norm non-increasing and ||kbPU(n,1)||∞ = 1, then
|tσ| ≤ p and we have the following
Definition 3.2. A measurable cocycle is maximal if its Toledo invariant is equal to
p.
As already noticed by Pozzetti [Poz15] and the authors [SS], Equation (1) holds
actually at the levels of cochains and hence we obtain the following formula
(2) ∫
Γ\PU(n,1)

∫
X
β(φ(gξ0, x), φ(gξ0, x), φ(gξ0, x))dµX(x)

 dµΓ\PU(n,1)(g) = tσ·cp(ξ0, ξ1, ξ2)
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that holds for every triple of points (ξ0, ξ1, ξ2) in ∂H
n
C
and where cp is the Cartan’s
angular invariant that represents the bounded Ka¨hler class of PU(n, 1) [Gol99].
Remark 3.3. We notice that the formula (2) is the natural extension in infinite
dimension of the invariant defined in [SS, Definition 3.1]. Moreover, the Toledo in-
variant tσ is the multiplicative constant associated to σ, β, cp , namely tσ = λβ,cp(σ)
according to [MSb, Definition 3.16].
3.3. Proof of the main theorem. Given a measurable cocycle σ : Γ × X →
PU(p,∞), one can asks when its image is contained in some suitable subgroup of
PU(p,∞). More precisely, definitions and results given in Section 2.3 allow us to
define a class of cocycles for which some nice algebraic properties of the image are
recovered.
Definition 3.4. A cocycle σ : Γ × X → PU(p,∞) is finitely reducible if it ad-
mits a cohomologous cocycle with image contained in a finite algebraic subgroup of
PU(p,∞).
Before proving the main theorem, we recall by [DLP] the following
Definition 3.5. A measurable map ψ : ∂Hn
C
→ Ip(p,∞) almost surely maps chains
to chains if for almost every chain C ⊂ ∂Hn
C
there is a p-chain T ⊂ Ip(p,∞) such
that for almost every point x ∈ C, ψ(x) ∈ T .
An equivalent condition (see [Poz15, Lemma 4.2]) for a map ψ as above almost
surely to map chains to chains is to check that, for almost every pair (x, y) ∈
∂Hn
C
×∂Hn
C
the subspaces ψ(x) and ψ(y) are transverse and, for almost every z ∈ Cx,y,
the subspace ψ(z) is contained in 〈ψ(x), ψ(y)〉.
Now we are ready to give the proof of the main result.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. As anticipated above, we first prove that the image of each
slice φx of the boundary map is almost all contained in some copy of ∂X (p, np). For
this step we face up the case n = 1 and n > 1 separately. If n = 1, since ∂H1
C
= S1,
there exists only one chain that is the whole boundary. Hence, by formula (2) and by
Fubini’s theorem, there exist ξ0, ξ1 in ∂H
1
C
such that φx(ξ0) and φx(ξ1) are transverse
and φx(ξ2) ∈ 〈φx(ξ0), φx(ξ1)〉 for almost every ξ2 ∈ ∂H
1
C
and almost every x ∈ X.
Hence for almost every x ∈ X there exists a copy of Xx(p, p) in X (p,∞) such that
φx(∂H
1
C
) ⊂ ∂Xx(p, p) (where we highlight the dependence on x of the embedding).
If n > 1, by the formula (2) and using [DLP, Corollary 7.1], it follows that almost
every slice φx almost maps chains to chains. Hence, by [DLP, Proposition 7.2], for
almost every x ∈ X there exists a totally geodesic embedding Xx(p, np) ⊂ X (p,∞)
such that φx(∂H
n
C
) ⊂ ∂Xx(p, np). We will denote by ιx the isometric linear map
that induces the embedding Xx(p, np) ⊂ X (p,∞).
Now, since for all n ≥ 1 each slice of any boundary map has image contained in
some ∂Xx(p, np), we now proceed by realizing a measurable map which move each
∂Xx(p, np) in such a way to make them coincide. More precisely, by Proposition 2.3
there exists an element gx ∈ PU(p,∞) such that ιx ◦ gx = ιst (where ιst denote the
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isometric linear map that induces the standard embedding). We define a map
f : X → PU(p,∞), f(x) = g−1x .
By construction, f(x) sends Xx(p, np) to the standard embedded copy X (p, np) ⊂
X (p,∞).
According to the notation of the Definition 2.5, we consider the twisted cocycle
σf : Γ×X → PU(p,∞) defined as
σf (γ, x) := f(γx)−1σ(γ, x)f(x)
and the associated twisted boundary map φf : ∂Hn
C
×X → Ip(p,∞) which is defined
as follows
φf (ξ, x) := f(x)−1φ(ξ, x)
for almost every ξ ∈ ∂Hn
C
and x ∈ X. Now, by definition of f , for almost every
x ∈ X the image of almost every slice φx is contained in the boundary of a X (p, np).
For each x ∈ X, denote by Ex the full measure set of points ξ in ∂H
n
C
such that
φfx(ξ) ∈ ∂X (p, np). Consider now the set E =
⋃
x∈X
Ex × {x} (that is of full measure
in ∂Hn
C
×X, by Fubini’s theorem) and the diagonal action of Γ given by
γ(ξ, x) = (γξ, γx).
Hence, since Γ is countable, we find an invariant full measure subset E such that
φf (E) ⊂ ∂X (p, np). More precisely, we set
E =
⋂
γ∈Γ
γE ,
where γ acts diagonally. Being the intersection of full measure sets, it is clear that
E has full measure. Now, since the image of a full measure set under φf is contained
in the boundary of X (p, np), it follows that the image of the twisted cocycle σf is
contained in the standard embedding of PU(p, np) in PU(p,∞), as desired. 
Remark 3.6. There is no well established notion of algebraicity into PU(p,∞).
Hence, the descending chain condition that holds for Noetherian spaces (as alge-
braic groups are) does not hold in our setting. This does not ensure the existence of
a minimal strict algebraic group containing the image of the twisted cocycle. Never-
theless, by Theorem 1.1, any maximal cocycles has a representative in its cohomology
class whose image is contained into the embedding of PU(p, q) in PU(p,∞), which
is algebraic. For such particular measurable cocycles, our result recover as sense of
algebraicity.
4. Consequences of the main theorem
In this section we focus on some consequences of Theorem 1.1. More precisely,
in the first part we show how the superrigidity result in [SS] can be used in our
infinite dimensional context, providing a necessary condition for a maximal cocycle
to ensure the Zariski density of the slices of a boundary map, which is a fundamental
hypothesis required by [SS, Theorem 1].
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In the second part we provide a partial characterization of the algebraic hull of a
maximal measurable cocycle. To this end, we briefly recall the notion of tightness in
the context of measurable cocycle, showing how such property follows by maximality.
Then, recalling the work of the second author in [Sav20], we get a structure for the
algebraic hull. In particular, our Proposition 4.6 follows by [BIW09, Theorem 7.1],
while Proposition 1.2 can be seen as an adaption of [Poz15, Theorem 1.3].
4.1. Minimality and superrigidity of maximal cocycles. It is worth noticing
that, since maximality of a cocycle is preserved in the same cohomology class, the
cocycle σ˜ in the statement of Theorem 1.1 is still maximal. Now, since its image is
contained into a copy of PU(p, np), in case of the slices of the twisted boundary map
are Zariski dense in the Shilov boundary Sp,np of PU(p, np), results in [SS] apply. In
this context one may wonder how to suitably interpret the condition on the slices.
Clearly, it is not directly related to some condition of Zariski density of the image of
the cocycle. Here it highlights one of the key nodus in the generalization of results
in [Poz15] where Zariski density of a boundary map follows straightforwardly by
the one of the representation ([Poz15, Proposition 2.9]). To clarify such condition
on the slices, we recall the general notion of minimality of maps introduced by
Furstenberg (see [Fur81]) and we specify minimality in our context, providing a
theoretical condition on the cocycle that implies Zariski density of the slices of
every boundary maps.
We start recalling that, given a topological space (Ω, τ), the set of non-empty
closed subset in Ω can be endowed with the Vietoris topology, generated by the
following basis: for every tuple U1, . . . , Un of open sets in Ω, a member of the basis
is the set 〈U1, . . . , Un〉 of closed sets contained in the union of Ui and intersecting
non trivially each Ui.
Now we proceed with the following
Definition 4.1. Let σ : Γ×X → PU(p, q) be a measurable cocycle. Denote by Sp,q
the Shilov boundary of PU(p, q) and denote with Z(Sp,q) the set of Zariski closed
sets of Sp,q endowed with the Vietoris topology. A measurable map ψ : X → Z(Sp,q)
is minimal if it is σ-equivariant, namely ψ(γx) = σ(γ, x)ψ(x), and given any other
σ-equivariant map ψ̂ : X → Z(Sp,q) then ψ(x) ⊂ ψ̂(x).
In particular, the boundary Sp,q is said to be σ-minimal if the constant function
ψ(x) = Sp,q is minimal.
As anticipate above, we prove that σ-minimality implies Zariski density for bound-
ary maps.
Proposition 4.2. Let σ : Γ×X → PU(p, q) be a measurable cocycle such that Sp,q
is σ-minimal. Then a boundary map φ : ∂Hn
C
× X → Sp,q has essentially Zariski
dense slices.
Proof. Denote by Vx the minimal closed set in Sp,q such that φ
−1
x (Vx) has full mea-
sure in ∂Hn
C
. By equivariance of φ, we have
(3) φγx(·) = σ(γ, x)φx(γ
−1·)
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Moreover, on first hand
φ−1γx (σ(γ, x)Vx) = γ(φ
−1
x (σ(γ, x)
−1σ(γ, x)Vx) = γφ
−1
x (Vx)
and, since φ−1x (Vx) has full measure and the measure class is Γ-invariant, it follows
by minimality of Vx that σ(γ, x)Vx ⊆ Vγx. On the other hand, using the same
argument, we get
φ−1x (σ(γ, x)
−1Vγx) = φ
−1
γx (γVγx)
and, again by minimality of Vγx we get the reverse inclusion. Hence Vγx = σ(γ, x)Vx
and the map
X → Z(Sp,q), x 7→ Vx
is σ-equivariant. Now, since Sp,q is minimal, we have that Sp,q ⊆ Vx for almost every
x ∈ X, hence the slices are essentially Zariski dense, as required. 
Applying the previous proposition, we immediately argue the following
Corollary 4.3. Let Γ < PU(n, 1) be a lattice with n ≥ 2 and let (X,µX) be a
standard Borel probability Γ-space. Assume 1 < q < p. There is no maximal
measurable cocycle σ : Γ×X → PU(p, q) such that Sp,q is σ-minimal.
Proof. By contradiction, suppose that Sp,q is σ-minimal. Then by Proposition 4.2
almost every slice of boundary map φ : ∂Hn
C
×X → Sp,q is essentially Zariski dense.
But there are no maximal cocycles with such a boundary map by [SS, Corollary
1.2]. 
Recapping a maximal cocycle σ : Γ × X → PU(p,∞) with boundary map φ :
∂Hn
C
× X → Ip(p,∞) is cohomologous to σ
f with image contained into a copy of
PU(p, np). By Corollary 4.3 the boundary Sp,np cannot be σ
f -minimal, since σf is
maximal as well and this should be interpreted as an adaptation of the last sentence
of [DLP, Theorem 1.4].
4.2. Structure of the algebraic hull of a cocycle. We first recall the definition
of algebraic hull.
Definition 4.4. Let H be a semisimple real algebraic group and let σ : G ×X →
H(R) be a measurable cocycle. The algebraic hull of σ is the (conjugacy class of
the) smallest algebraic subgroup L of H such that L(R)◦ contains the image of a
cohomologous cocycle to σ.
We refer to [Zim84, Proposition 9.2.1] for the proof that the notion is well-defined,
that follows essentially from the descending chain conditions inH, which is algebraic
and then Noetherian. The fact that this last property does not hold for PU(p,∞)
shows how Theorem 1.1 is actually necessary in order to study the algebraic hull in
the infinite dimensional context.
The following definition introduce a wide class of cocycles with well known prop-
erties on the algebraic hull. In the setting of Section 3.2, we give the following
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Definition 4.5. A cocycle σ : Γ×X → PU(p,∞) with boundary map φ : ∂Hn
C
×
X → Ip(p,∞) is tight if
||H2(ΦX)(kbPU(p,∞))||∞ = p.
As announced above, maximal cocycles are actually tight.
Proposition 4.6. A maximal cocycle σ : Γ × X → PU(p,∞) with boundary map
φ : ∂Hn
C
×X → Ip(p,∞) is tight.
Proof. If σ is maximal, then by definition
T2b ◦H
2(ΦX)(kbPU(p,∞)) = pk
b
PU(n,1).
Moreover, since ||kbPU(n,1)||∞ = 1 and ||k
b
PU(p,∞)||∞ = p and using the fact that the
transfer map is norm non-increasing, it follows that
p = ||pkbPU(n,1)||∞ = ||T
2
b ◦H
2(ΦX)(kbPU(p,∞))||∞ ≤ ||H
2(ΦX)(kbPU(p,∞))||∞.
On the other hand, since the pull back is norm non-increasing to, then
||H2(ΦX)(kbPU(p,∞))||∞ ≤ p ,
and the tightness is proved. 
Now, inspired by [BIW09] and following [Sav20], we give a characterization of the
algebraic hull of a tight cocycle. In our setting, given a maximal measurable cocycle
σ : Γ×X → PU(p,∞) and admitting the existence of a boundary map, we can apply
Theorem 1.1 in order to find a cohomologous cocycle σf with image contained in
a copy of PU(p, np) inside PU(p,∞). Hence the algebraic hull of σ is defined as
the algebraic hull of σf in PU(p, np). For such a cocycle, [Sav20, Theorem 3.5]
applies and then the algebraic hull H is a reductive group, the centralizer of H(R)◦
is compact and there exists a unique H(R)◦-invariant complex structure on the
symmetric space associated to H(R)◦ such that the inclusion H(R)◦ → PU(p, np)
is tight and positive. It is worth noticing that the latter does make sense only for
cocycles into PU(p,∞) which are maximal, whereas for generic ones the argument
in [Zim84, Proposition 9.2.1] cannot be used.
We can now prove Proposition 1.2.
Proof of Proposition 1.2. Since σ is maximal, hence the cocycle σf obtained by The-
orem 1.1 is and by Proposition 4.6 both of them are tight. Now, by [Sav20, Theorem
3.5] the group H is reductive and hence it splits as the product of a compact factor
Lc = K and a non compact factor Lnc. We notice that the latter is a semisimple Her-
mitian Lie group tightly embedded in PU(p, np). Moreover, if we split Lnc in simple
factors L1, . . . , Lk, the composition of σ
f with any projection πi : L1× . . .×Lk → Li
is a maximal measurable cocycle from a complex hyperbolic lattice to Li which more-
over admits a boundary map. It follows by [MSb, Theorem 3] that none of the Li’s
can be isomorphic to PU(1, 1). Hence the inclusion Lnc → PU(p, np) satisfies the
hypothesis of [Poz15, Proposition 2.5], which states that each factor Li is either of
tube type or isomorphic to some PU(pi, qi). We denote by Lt the tube-type part
and we focus one the non-tube type factors. Again by [MSb, Theorem 3], if one of
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PU(pi, qi)’s is actually of the form PU(s, 1) (that is qi = 1), then it is cohomologous
to the cocycle induced by the standard embedding Γ→ PU(n, 1) < PU(s, 1) and it
follows that s must be greater than n, hence we are done. 
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